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Administators 
to host forum
President Steven Leath and 
Senior Vice President and 
Provost Jonathan Wickert, as 
well as other administrators, will 
take the opportunity to answer 
questions from Iowa State stu-
dents as part of an open forum. 
The open forum will take 
place at 7 p.m. Wednesday in 
the Campanile Room of the 
Memorial Union. 
There will be a meet and greet 
from 6:30 to 6:45 p.m. before 
the forum starts.
The event is hosted by the 
Government of the Student 
Body.
-By Daily staff
The Government of the Student Body, an ex-
tensive student organization made up of an execu-
tive, legislative and judicial branch, has had a busy 
semester. Several projects have been completed 
throughout the last few months.
Among these are several ventures undertaken 
by the executive branch. Neal Wiebers, director 
of sustainability, worked with Green Umbrella, 
a student organization, to coordinate events for 
Sustainability Day, where GSB set up its own booth.
Other sustainability efforts include approval 
from the Senate to fund two of five new solar-pow-
ered recycling compactors to be set up on campus.
“[These] outdoor recycling units will let the stu-
dents be able to start living a greener lifestyle and 
make recycling be a choice for students rather than 
just a minor option,” Wiebers said.
Jacob Thomas and Lizzy Bertelson, co-direc-
tors of ISU Ambassadors, also worked on several 
projects. Having been an election year, the group 
spent time focused on encouraging student voters 
by hosting voter registration drives.
“We teamed up with the League of Women 
Voters in order to increase turnout. Overall, we reg-
istered over 400 students, and had approximately 
50 absentees filled out,” Thomas said.
Nyajuok Deng, director of diversity, worked with 
the International Students and Scholars Office to 
begin an international mentorship program. The 
program is intended to help ease international stu-
dents’ transition to life in the United States.
“I definitely want to see [the program] grow-
ing next year. The spring is going to be our pilot 
program, so there’s definitely going to be a smaller 
GSB wraps up semester
File photo: Yanhua Huang/Iowa State Daily
The Government of the Student Body meets Oct. 24 in the South Ball Room of the Memorial Union. GSB began many new projects during the fall 
semester, as well as continuing previous projects. The upcoming election and new voter registration took up a large part of GSB’s time.
By Lissandra.Villa 
@iowastatedaily.com
Electric Beach Tanning, which 
had two locations in Ames, shut its 
doors unexpectedly recently. A sec-
ond Sun Tan City location will re-
place the Electric Beach Tanning sa-
lon at 809 Wheeler St. 
Wade Teslow, owner of Sun Tan 
City in Ames, is hoping for the second 
salon to open Jan. 15, 2013 as students 
return to Ames from winter break.
Electric Beach Tanning went out 
of business before Thanksgiving. The 
salon was not accredited by the Better 
Business Bureau at the time of its 
closing.
The landlord of the north loca-
tion, Dave Klatt, was out of town and 
unable to be reached for comment 
Tuesday. Customers who may have 
Campustown
Tanning salon closes unexpectedly
By Madison.Martin 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo: Megan Wolff/Iowa State Daily
Electric Beach Tanning went out of business before Thanksgiving without warning, leaving one building vacant for 
Sun Tan City to open a second Ames location on Wheeler Street. The two businesses are not affiliated in any way. 
Student organization
A new club has emerged on campus with one 
primary goal in mind: to promote awareness of ag-
ricultural issues.
The Student Federation for Agriculture is a new 
club developing a voice on campus.
The idea for the club began back in August of 
this year when Joe Sweeney, senior in agricul-
tural business and co-president and co-founder of 
the Student Federation for Agriculture, and Zach 
Boss, senior in agricultural business and co-presi-
dent and co-founder of the Student Federation for 
Agriculture, did not agree with some of the negative 
information surrounding agriculture.
Sweeney explained the main goals of the 
Student Federation for Agriculture as “being able to 
respond to these negative things and enabling stu-
TANNING.p2 >>
New club promotes agricultural issues
Photo: William Deaton/Iowa State Daily
Joe Sweeney, senior in agricultural business and co-founder of the Student Federation for Agriculture, 
talks about the new club and its goal to dispel some of the negative conceptions about agriculture.
By Lindsay.Hostert 
@iowastatedaily.com
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Super foods  
help you study
Gifts for every 
personality
Mayfield back 
after concussion
The Faculty Senate 
Executive Board met Tuesday 
in the Lab of Mechanics build-
ing  to discuss the agenda for 
the actual Faculty Senate 
meeting for the following 
Tuesday, Dec. 11.
The meeting began at 3:10 
p.m., with the opening topic 
being strategic thinking re-
garding faculty careers and 
the university in general. 
In addition to looking at 
the university’s goals on a 
yearly basis, the Executive 
Board is concerned at decid-
ing what Iowa State will look 
like 10 years from now.
“All the faculty wants to 
see his or her accomplish-
ments as university accom-
plishments,” said Jonathan 
2 News
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Nov. 25
Luyi Huang, 22, 111 Lynn 
Ave. Apt. 602, was arrested 
and charged with providing 
false information, unlawful 
use of a license, and violation 
of a instructional permit at 
13th Street and Stange Road 
(reported at 12:09 a.m.).
Kristina Bowman, 20, 204 
Jewel Drive Apt. 5, was arrest-
ed and charged with operating 
while intoxicated, and under-
age possession of alcohol in 
the 200 block of Welch Avenue 
(reported at 2:16 a.m.).
Oscar Gonzales-Paredes, 32, 
of Ankeny, was arrested and 
charged with domestic abuse, 
and obstruction of emergency 
communications (reported at 
11:35 p.m.).
Tyler Rurup, 23, of Fort 
Dodge, was arrested and 
charged with theft in the third 
degree and driving while 
suspended (reported at 11:36 
p.m.).
Noe Tellez-Santos, 29, 3911 
Maricopa Drive Unit 205, was 
arrested and charged with do-
mestic abuse, and obstruction 
of emergency communication 
(reported at 7:07 p.m.).
Nov. 26
Vehicles driven by Owen 
Heetland and Shereen 
Shojatt were involved in a 
property damage collision 
at South Fourth Street (re-
ported at 11:24 a.m.).
A vehicle that left the scene 
collided with a car owned by 
Timothy Howdeshell in Lot 
B6 (reported at 5:46 p.m.).
Officers responded to a fire 
alarm in Frederiksen Court; 
it was discovered that there 
was a fire in an oven caused 
by burning food (reported at 
7:19 p.m.).
Chance Crooks, 21, 2227 
228th Place, was arrested 
and charged with public 
intoxication and parole viola-
tion (reported at 2:30 p.m.).
Richard Gillette, 20, 1201 
N. Dakota Drive Unit 1,was 
arrested and charged with 
willful failure to appear 
(reported at 5 a.m.).
Gabriel Stearns, 22, 614 Billy 
Sunday Road Unit 207, was 
arrested and charged with 
providing alcohol to minors, 
and nuisance party (reported 
at 7:30 p.m.).
Milford Tarter, 40, of Nevada, 
was arrested and charged 
with operating while intoxi-
cated (reported at 6:40 p.m.).
Nov. 27
Vehicles driven by Evan 
Ruterbories, Jeffery 
Sorensen, and Thomas 
Barta were involved a 
property damage collision 
at University Boulevard and 
Wallace Road (reported at 
10:47 a.m.).
An individual reported being 
harassed by an unknown 
person regarding the use 
of a parking stall at Lot 26 
(reported at 1:49 p.m.).
Vehicles owned/driven by 
Elizabeth Glenn and Meng 
Yuan were involved in a 
property damage collision at 
East Campus Parking Deck 
(reported at 3:45 p.m.).
A vehicle driven by 
Alexander Roiterchtein 
collided with a parked car in 
the Memorial Union Parking 
Ramp (reported at 4:24 
p.m.).
Heather Bosley, 29, 720 24th 
St. Unit 2, was arrested and 
charged with possession 
of a controlled substance 
and theft in the fifth degree 
(reported at 8:30 p.m.).
Sharron Parker, 21, 450 E. 
7th St., was arrested and 
charged with criminal tres-
pass (reported at 4:43 p.m.).
Timothy Roche, 18, 5431 
Wilson Lamson, was ar-
rested and charged with 
possession of a controlled 
substance, possession of 
drug paraphernalia, and 
operating while intoxicated 
(reported at 1:09 a.m.).
Scott Wyborny, 28, of 
Plymouth, was arrested and 
charged with public intoxica-
tion (reported at 11:46 p.m.).
Nov. 28
Nicholas Denaro, 18, 5323 
Wallace Hall, was arrested 
on warrants charging him 
with possession of a con-
trolled substance, and pos-
session of drug parapherna-
lia at Wallace Hall (reported 
at 9:10 a.m.).
Officers responded to a fire 
in a vent hood at Hoover 
Hall; the fire was extin-
guished (reported at 12:24 
p.m.).
Officers assisted a 23-year-
old man who was experienc-
ing medical and emotional 
difficulties. The individual 
was transported to Mary 
Greeley Medical Center 
(reported at 8:08 p.m.).
Nathan Hall, 19, of Des 
Moines, was arrested and 
charged with public con-
sumption (reported at 10:40 
p.m.).
Justin Yerk, 32, 318 Lincoln 
Way Unit 218, was arrested 
and charged with violation 
of protective order (reported 
at 6:45 p.m.).
Nov. 29
Matthew Heims, 24, of 
Cherokee, was arrested 
and charged with operating 
while intoxicated Mortensen 
Parkway and University 
Boulevard (reported at 1:57 
a.m.).
A 19-year-old male was 
referred to DOT Officials for 
.02 violation at Hickory Drive 
and Lincoln Way (reported at 
2:12 a.m.).
An individual reported the 
theft of property from a 
vehicle in Lot 63 (reported at 
12:17 p.m.).
Officers responded to a 
wooded area on reports of 
a person carrying a firearm 
at School Road and Ontario 
Street; a person possessing 
two airsoft guns was located 
and identified, and the items 
were seized. The person was 
advised and warned about 
possessing firearms on cam-
pus (reported at 4:37 p.m.).
Michael Howland, 37, 301 
Main St. Unit 407,was ar-
rested and charged with 
parole violation (reported at 
7:15 p.m.).
Nov. 30
Officers assisted a woman 
who was experiencing 
medical difficulties at Maple 
Hall; the individual was 
transported to Mary Greeley 
Medical Center (reported at 
12:23 a.m.).
Police Blotter: Ames, ISU Police Departments
The information in the log comes from the ISU and City of Ames police departments’ records. 
All those accused of violating the law are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
By Danielle.Furguson 
@iowastatedaily.com
Faculty Senate
Wickert, senior vice president 
and provost, who attends all 
the Faculty Senate and execu-
tive meetings.
Wickert’s report to the 
Executive Board informed the 
faculty members of a search 
for the interim research presi-
dent to start in January. The 
permanent search will begin 
toward the end of the spring 
semester.
Wickert said the third 
candidate for the dean of the 
College of Engineering, Sarah 
Rajala, experienced campus 
today. Rajala gave an open fo-
rum Dec. 3, in Howe Hall.
Wickert continued to in-
form the faculty of the Board 
of Regents meeting taking 
place tomorrow. 
A major point of discussion 
of the meeting will include tu-
ition for next year.
After Wickert’s report, the 
board briefly brought up Dead 
Week and make-up finals 
policies. Further discussion 
on this will take place in the 
spring.
The majority of the ex-
ecutive meeting was the topic 
of tenure. Achieving tenure 
is constantly occupying the 
minds of the faculty members 
and pushing them to expand 
on and improve all aspects 
of their careers here at Iowa 
State.
This particular conversa-
tion centered on whether or 
not a department representa-
tive would be allowed to attend 
the candidate’s evaluation.
Former President Steven 
Freeman feels there should 
be no conflict of interest 
whatsoever.
“Judgment should be 
based on portfolio. The can-
didate is responsible for his or 
her portfolio,” Freeman said. 
“If you want advocacy, send 
the department chair.”
Ann Smiley-Oyen, the sen-
ate’s Faculty Development 
and Administrative Relations 
chair, on the other hand, said, 
“I think that faculty would 
want a faculty member rep-
resenting them rather than a 
department chair.”
Regarding this being a con-
flict of interest, Smiley-Oyen 
said, “This is where we have to 
trust people to be ethical.”
Following the diligent de-
liberation on tenure policies, 
the Executive Board discussed 
the rest of the agenda for the 
Faculty Senate meeting.
 ■ The purpose of the Faculty 
Senate Executive Board 
is to dive into more detail 
about issues brought up 
in Faculty Senate meet-
ings. They then set up the 
agenda for the Faculty 
Senate discussion.
 ■ The main topics were stra-
tegic planning for the uni-
versity, tenure procedures 
for faculty, the Interim 
Research President search 
beginning in January, and 
Dead Week policy.
 ■ The Faculty Senate meet-
ing will be from 3:30 to 5 
p.m. Dec. 11, at the Great 
Hall in the Memorial 
Union.
More Information
Exec Board to talk tenure
Photo: Blake Lanser/Iowa State Daily
Suzanne Hendrich, president of the Faculty Senate and university professor in food science and human nutrition, speaks at the 
Faculty Senate Executive Board meeting Tuesday, which met to plan the next meeting of the Faculty Senate.
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Cash for your Stache
It’s time to sell back your textbooks at 
these locations: ISU Book Store, UDCC, 
MWL, Frederiksen Court, Wallace/Willson.
Get cash and register for a chance to win 
prizes! BuyBack begins December 6th - 
18th. See www.isubookstore.com for full 
list of hours and locations.
FALL 2012 BUYBACK
WANTED!
MORE STUDENTS LIKE THESE!
We're looking for the best
of the best for our January 
and March classes starting Now!
 
 
Cosmetology is a career path where 
you'll never be unemployed unless you 
choose to be. Great stylists are always  
in demand. How do we know?   
We've been creating, hiring and  
placing them for over 30 years.
Financial aid and scholarships available to those who qualify.  
Got some college credits?  We have scholarships just for you.
309 Kitty Hawk Drive • Ames, Iowa
515-956-3781  (Ask for MaryJune)
www.PCI-Academy.com
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dents to advocate for agriculture.”
With these goals in mind, Sweeney and Boss 
began developing a constitution for the Student 
Federation for Agriculture and beginning the 
process of becoming a club.
“We started this club, and it’s about spread-
ing accurate information,” Sweeney said.
Within two or three weeks, they were ready 
to begin recruiting new members. The first 
meeting of the club was in October, and by the 
second meeting they had more than 50 mem-
bers in attendance.
“We wanted to create a response team, and 
there is a lot of student enthusiasm on campus,” 
Sweeney said.
There are three sub-committees that stu-
dents can join once they are a part of the club 
that include public relations, industry relations 
and legislative affairs. These groups work to 
keep up on current agriculture news and chang-
es in the industry.
Molly Foley, junior in agricultural and life 
sciences education, as well as public relations 
sub-committee member explained how she be-
came a member of the club by using something 
simple.
 “I found it through social media,” Foley said. 
“It was a club all about advocacy, promoting and 
supporting agriculture as college students.”
The Student Federation for Agriculture 
wants to continue to spread the word about 
their club and recruit new members. 
“We really want to use the boom we have 
seen in social media to our advantage and spread 
our message that way,” Foley said.
The group is always looking for fresh minds 
to add to their discussion and it is very easy to 
join, Sweeney said.
“Just show up,” Sweeney said.
Members of the club are mostly from the 
College of Agriculture but current members are 
hoping to branch out to get a diverse group of 
students involved.
“We are more than happy with the response 
we’ve had from the College of Agriculture, but 
we are really interested in people from other 
colleges as well,” Foley said.
Sweeney said the club is looking to get in-
put from people who are not necessarily from a 
farming background.
“We would like to hear from people who have 
no connection to a farm, and we want discussion 
from our members,” Sweeney said. “Everyone 
can have input, but we first have to teach our-
selves, and then we can advocate for those is-
sues in agriculture.”
The founders and members of the club said 
they are ecstatic to see where this club has gone 
thus far, but they are still looking to the future 
and creating goals to work towards for the club.
“We want to be able to have a respected voice 
by those in agriculture and consumers in Iowa,” 
Sweeney said.
A few more of those goals include being able 
to speak at schools in Iowa to teach the younger 
generation about these issues and being able to 
send members of the club to Washington, D.C. 
where they can really exercise their voice.
>>CLUB.p1
had remaining credit at Electric Beach Tanning 
will have to purchase new credits to tan at Sun 
Tan City. The two businesses were not affiliated 
in any way.
“We are just coincidentally going into their 
vacant space,” Teslow said.
When asked to comment on the remaining 
credit issue, Cmdr. Jim Robinson of the Ames 
Police Department said he was unable to com-
ment due to not knowing the specifics of the 
customers’ contracts at Electric Beach Tanning.
Sun Tan  City credits can be used at both lo-
cations in Ames once the second salon is opened, 
as well as any other Sun Tan City location.
number of students, but after 
that we’re hoping for success 
in growing that program,” 
Deng said.
GSB President Jared 
Knight listed the opening of 
the Gilman Hall testing center 
and the launch of the MyState 
application for smart phones 
among other successes for the 
executive branch.
He went on to add some 
of the Senate’s achievements, 
including working with the 
library administration to get 
new chairs in the library lobby, 
and the permanent bike pump 
approved to be outside the 
Memorial Union.
“I am particularly proud 
of the progress we have made 
with the Dead Week policy 
and the excused absence 
make-up policy,” said GSB 
Vice President Katharine 
Brown. “Working closely with 
the Academic Affairs Council, 
we’ve been able to make real 
progress in the wording of the 
policy and hope to see a posi-
tive impact on students’ Dead 
Week experiences as a result 
in coming semesters.” 
The GSB Senate has 
reached a point at which dis-
cussions among senators of-
ten extend meetings until late 
into Wednesday nights, but 
Brown said she does not be-
lieve it’s necessarily a sign of 
inefficiency.
“This semester, I think 
Senate’s biggest accomplish-
ment has been their success 
in elevating the level of debate 
and discussion. The Senators 
have made a real effort to vo-
calize the opinions of their 
constituents during discus-
sion of bills, and I have enjoyed 
seeing dissenting opinions 
being more readily voiced,” 
Brown said.
Although a lot of the proj-
ects this semester have yet to 
be wrapped up, GSB will have 
the opportunity to keep work-
ing on them next semester, 
despite losing several of its 
members due to graduation 
and other reasons.
“I think GSB has a prom-
ising future as long as there 
is active student participa-
tion,” Thomas said. “The 
Government of the Student 
Body at Iowa State is no dif-
ferent from any other govern-
ment in the [United States] in 
the fact that it takes active par-
ticipation to be successful. If 
students continue to use GSB 
as a tool to better Iowa State 
and surrounding communi-
ties, I think GSB will continue 
to find success.”
 ■ Build trust
 ■ Advertise honestly
 ■ Tell the truth
 ■ Be transparent
 ■ Honor promises
 ■ Be responsive
 ■ Safeguard privacy
 ■ Embody integrity
Iowa Better Business 
Bureau Standards for 
Trust
>>GSB.p1
>>TANNING.p1
You may have noticed that Parks Library now has new chairs and tables in the first floor lobby. Much 
ado about these chairs was made last 
spring, as our very own Government of 
the Student Body argued whether or not 
to fund, in whole or in part, those library 
chairs. Ultimately GSB decided against 
the funding on the basis that they’d be 
using student fees for a departmental 
expense. However, everyone essentially 
agreed unanimously: Parks Library is 
important to student life, and it needed 
new chairs.
This need was left the problem of Olivia 
Madison, dean of the library. Touched by 
the concern students had for their library,  
Madison went to work trying to find the money. 
As a story that ran in the Daily this summer 
said: “Madison saw this passion from other 
senators during the debates and did not want to 
lose the momentum. She decided to go forward 
with the renovations, embarking on a collab-
orative effort in improving the space.”
But there was a problem: Believe it or not, 
Parks Library does not have a discrete budget 
for those kinds of improvements. That problem 
translates into the need for Madison to be ex-
tremely creative in finding money. The money 
used for projects such as the chairs, or things 
like installing more electrical plugs for laptops, 
must ultimately come from a lost expense 
elsewhere or donations.
For example, if someone quits or retires 
from the library, Parks Library administra-
tion can divert their salary towards upgrades 
— but at the cost of not replacing that which 
was lost. Madison has gotten pretty smart in 
finding outside funding, too. In the past she’s 
found grants, courted private donations and 
occasionally arm-twisted the university into 
throwing the library a bone. Madison said the 
money for the library chairs came from funds 
received during the ISU Foundation’s annual 
Call-a-Thon.
Clearly, the library makes every effort to 
use these funds to really make a difference for 
those students who use the library. If you’ve 
been in the library much in the last few weeks 
since the chairs arrived, you may have noticed 
that the front lobby area is more occupied than 
ever.
We can certainly look to Parks Library as 
a model of fiscal efficiency, excellent manage-
ment and administrative creativity. However, 
at some point, the need for such creativity 
becomes ridiculous. A department as critical as 
Parks Library shouldn’t have to beg and borrow 
just to meet the basic needs of students, let 
alone their wants. We have to question the fact 
that the library’s administration is forced to 
use the salaries from former employees, rather 
than rehiring them to serve us better, to fund 
what the library ought to have a budget to fund 
outright.
When talking to Madison, she pointed out 
to me that the University of Iowa’s library is 
in the middle of a renovation costing them 
tens of millions of dollars — a mere renova-
tion that exceeds our library’s entire budget. 
Madison reports that Iowa State’s library is at 
the bottom of the list when it comes to library 
funding in our peer group and in the Big 12. To 
underscore the point, the Parks administration 
was ecstatic when they received approximately 
$700,000 in additional funding this year — 
a pittance to what everyone else gets, but 
nonetheless the first increase our library has 
received in many years, after enduring cut after 
cut after cut.
Madison isn’t complaining; she’s a happy 
warrior doing a job she loves the best way she 
can with what she’s given. However, we as stu-
dents need to search our hearts and evaluate 
how important the library is for us as students, 
and how significant its role is in campus life. 
Even if you don’t visit the library regularly 
yourself, few can deny the importance and 
necessity of a library to a good university.
To paraphrase the quote from Robert Parks, 
the library’s namesake, which is inscribed on 
the outside of the library itself: The heart of a 
great university is a great library.
At the end of the day, despite the increasing 
corporate influence upon our public school, 
Iowa State is still our university. It is ours in 
every way: in property and in spirit. Because of 
this, we students still possess a lot of power in 
ensuring the success — or the failure through 
our inaction — of Iowa State. And Parks 
Library is an integral part of Iowa State that we 
have a great deal of ability to help.
It may be time, students of Iowa State, to 
look into lending our library a hand. Most uni-
versities have a library fee, ranging anywhere 
from a few dollars to as high as a few hundred 
per semester. Maybe it’s time to start a con-
versation about investigating such a fee here. 
Because if the state or the university can’t or 
won’t support our library, for whatever reason, 
then maybe we should talk about cutting 
through the red tape and doing it ourselves.
Finance
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Wisely use
ISU officials’
open forum
Dead Week is a special time for all 
students. In the interest of ensuring 
we have ample time (or at least, more 
time than usual) to study for finals 
and prepare for the final components 
of our grades — whether they be 
projects or papers — many years ago 
the Government of the Student Body 
decreed that “no student organiza-
tion registered with the Student 
Organization Office may hold meet-
ings or sponsor events without the 
expressed permission of designated 
staff member within Memorial 
Union” during the week before finals.
The humdrum of university 
administration, however, contin-
ues. Administrators, even ones as 
high ranking as President Steven 
Leath and Senior Vice President and 
Provost Jonathan Wickert, are still 
plugging away at their jobs.
However, Wednesday night they 
will take some time to make them-
selves available to students. At 7 
p.m. in the Campanile Room of the 
Memorial Union — at the same time 
and place as every other week’s GSB 
Senate meeting — Leath; Wickert; 
Warren Madden, senior vice presi-
dent for business and finance; Tom 
Hill, senior vice president for student 
affairs; Rep. Lisa Heddens; and Rep. 
Beth Wessel-Kroeschell, among 
others, will host a forum at which stu-
dents can ask them, well, anything.
Given that it’s Dead Week and 
finals are looming and fast approach-
ing, students will probably find the 
time inconvenient. Surely, however, 
so will all the administrators who 
have other things to do with their 
time — such as coordinate the func-
tions of a Division I Research insti-
tution that enrolls 31,000 students 
and spends hundreds of millions of 
dollars each and every year. It would 
serve students well to make a point of 
attending, in order to educate them-
selves about the personalities who 
steer this institution along its course 
and their priorities. We know that 
some of us will take the opportunity.
Indeed, students deserve the 
opportunity. Students might oc-
casionally catch a glimpse of one of 
Iowa State’s chief administrators in 
Beardshear Hall or walking outside, 
but their opportunities for conversa-
tion and mingling are sparse. With 
the dedication of one night, however, 
these public office holders — who, 
just as much as any elected official, 
from county supervisors on up to the 
president of the United States, have 
been granted a public trust — allow us 
to exercise our duties as citizens and 
participate in discussions that may 
very well go on to provide the founda-
tion of some new policy or goal.
We would be remiss as Cyclones if 
we did not leap at the chance.
Editor-in-Chief: Katherine Klingseis 
editor@iowastatedaily.com 
Phone: (515) 294.5688
Are alternate funds needed?
Library struggles to locate 
money for improvements
File photo: Iowa State Daily
Parks Library recently gained new chairs and tables in the lobby on the first floor. Locating the funds for this project was up to Olivia Madison, 
dean of the library, as the budget for Parks is too low for such upgrades. Columnist Barry Snell believes it may be time for students to step in.
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4 Opinion
A smile can say a lot. People will smile when they are feeling genuinely happy, 
when they are trying to hide 
something, or even in an awkward 
situation.
There have been studies 
concerning smiles since 1862. 
The French anatomist Duchenne 
de Boulogne published a book: 
“Mecanisme de la Physionomie 
Humaine.” He did studies on 
smiles of pure enjoyment, now 
referred to as Duchenne smiles, 
against electronically stimu-
lated smiles. He wrote in this 
book: “The emotion of frank joy 
is expressed on the face by the 
combined contraction of the zy-
gomaticus major muscle and the 
orbieularis oeuli. The first obeys 
the will but the second is only put 
in play by the sweet emotions of 
the soul; the ... fake joy, the deceit-
ful laugh, cannot provoke the 
contraction of this latter muscle 
... The muscle around the eye does 
not obey the will; it is only brought 
into play by a true feeling, by an 
agreeable emotion. Its inertia, in 
smiling, unmasks a false friend.”
A genuine smile can lead to 
many beneficial things. It sends 
the message that you are an open 
and inviting person, which most 
people are attracted to. This 
can be a beneficial trait to your 
professional career as well as 
in your personal relationships. 
Employers are more inclined to 
hire individuals with positive and 
motivating personalities with 
a smile to match in a decision 
between two equally qualified in-
dividuals. Sometimes even when 
one person is less qualified, their 
smile may push them beyond their 
qualifications.
It is understood by most that a 
smile can improve your relation-
ships, both casual and romantic. 
Positive energy naturally draws 
people closer to you. A smile will 
generally be reciprocated with an-
other smile. No one wants to hang 
around the person constantly 
complaining or gossiping. People 
want to feel happy and reciprocate 
that smile. If someone is upset, 
the most common thing to do is to 
show sympathy, which takes a lot 
more effort than to share a posi-
tive experience.
Smiles are great when they 
are true, but they can also be 
useful in many other situations. 
As Herman Melville said, “A 
smile is the chosen vehicle for all 
ambiguities.” LeeAnne Harker 
and Dacher Keltner, two scientists 
from the University of Berkley in 
California, did a study examining 
college photographs and fol-
lowed the same women from the 
pictures for 30 years. The women 
who showed more Duchenne 
smiles in the photos from college 
generally ended up with greater 
well-being and more consistent 
marital status.
The one area of life that I 
couldn’t find any evidence that 
a smile improves success was in 
academics. This made some sense 
to me at first. When I picture a 
student tucked away in the library 
focusing on homework, they are 
not smiling, they are seriously 
focused. However, when I think 
about discussions in class, there  is 
a wide range of emotion.
There’s the point when stu-
dents understand what the lecture 
is about. Generally this is followed 
by contentment or possibly doz-
ing off. There’s the point where 
students are struggling with the 
material. This is generally ex-
pressed by puzzlement or a scowl. 
Then there is the point when it all 
clicks. That aha moment. That’s 
when students smile.
Smiles are stress relievers, and 
the more you smile the more you 
start to feel the happy emotions 
associated with it. As college 
students, we all have stress from 
classes. That’s not to say the rest of 
the world doesn’t have stress. So 
as I’m writing this to the student 
body, it pertains to most people 
in the world. For every stress in 
your life, have an equally relaxing 
moment.
In no way am I suggesting 
you spend your entire life trying 
to be as relaxed as possible. But 
there should be a balance between 
stress and relaxing — like in class. 
There’s the small [or possibly 
large] stress of understanding the 
material then the achievement 
felt once you do. Class should be a 
challenge, not a struggle. So smile 
more, Iowa State. :)
By Barry.Snell
@iowastatedaily.com
Barry Snell is a senior in history and 
political science from Muscatine, Iowa.
Communication
A smile can work in your favor
Claire Yetley is a junior in 
political science from Iowa City, 
Iowa.
By Claire.Yetley
@iowastatedaily.com
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Women’s basketball
The beginning of the season has 
been a bit of a grind.
The No. 22 ISU women’s basket-
ball team, in its first five games, lost 
forward Chelsea Poppens for an un-
known amount of time, played four of 
those five games in a nine-day period 
and won all five games.
After the Cyclones’ 87-45 blowout 
of Drake on Nov. 27, ISU coach Bill 
Fennelly gave the team days off last 
Wednesday and Thursday, held prac-
tice Friday and Saturday, and rested 
the team again on Sunday. Fennelly 
said the team (5-0) was physically 
and mentally tired and its next oppo-
nent, Iowa, was not even mentioned 
until Monday at practice.
“We did two days of [ISU] stuff 
[last Wednesday and Thursday] be-
cause when you get into the season, 
it’s prepare for a game, prepare for a 
game, prepare for a game, and all of a 
sudden you’re like, ‘We don’t run our 
offense very well, we haven’t prac-
ticed it,’” Fennelly said. “You don’t 
have time to work on your own stuff 
so we did that for two days.”
The days off helped on and off the 
court. Center Anna Prins found time 
to do things she had been neglecting 
recently due to the hectic schedule.
Team takes it easy before Iowa
File photo: Shane Tully/Iowa State Daily
Anna Prins fights for the ball against a Western Illinois player on Nov. 11 at Hilton Coliseum. Prins had 14 points, eight rebounds and four assists in the 
84-65 win. The team was given a few days off last week before preparing for this Thursday’s Cy-Hawk game in Iowa City.
Max Mayfield has been there before.
After missing the entire 2011-12 season, 
Mayfield was held out of the first part of this sea-
son when he sustained another concussion at the 
Harold Nichols Open on Nov. 10.
“He started indicating symptoms that led the 
trainers to believe that he had been concussed 
again,” said ISU coach Kevin Jackson. “Based on 
him staggering around and some of the actions of 
the match, they pulled him before they ended that 
match.”
Mayfield, a 149-pound redshirt senior, sus-
tained a severe concussion and broke his nose in 
the season-opening dual meet against Boston last 
season.
Because of this, the concerns of the medical staff 
were then amplified when Mayfield began showing 
concussion-like symptoms last month.
“Last season, I think I made the mistake of try-
ing to get back too soon,” Mayfield said. “It really set 
me back.”
More precautions have been taken this season 
to ensure that Mayfield is ready to go, which he will 
be for Iowa State’s home dual meet against North 
Dakota State on Nov. 16.
“Because of what happened last year, we really 
had to take that into account and realize that he had 
been concussed before,” Jackson said. “We had to 
be extra cautious and pull him because we lost him 
for a whole year last year, and hopefully that’s not 
going to be the case this year.”
Luke Swalla and Matt White wrestled in 
By Dylan.Montz 
@iowastatedaily.com
Wrestling
Mayfield back after concussion
File photo: William Deaton/Iowa State Daily
Iowa State’s Max Mayfield pins Grand View’s Brian Warren to the ground in a head lock during the 
149-pound match Nov. 10 during the Harold Nichols Cyclone Open at Hilton Coliseum. 
By Jake.Calhoun 
@iowastatedaily.com
A strong team means a strong 
outlook for the season.
The ISU gymnastics team hopes 
to improve from its poor showing 
at the NCAA Regional competition 
last season with a stronger team 
this year. “To get us stronger, faster, 
quicker, we kept up with our cardio 
and conditioning,” said junior Hailey 
Johnson. “I think that really gave 
us a jump start for the preseason 
strengthwise.”
Iowa State concluded its 2011 
season with a last-place finish at its 
regional meet in Salt Lake City.
“Things progressed just as we 
had planned all the way through the 
season up until the NCAA [regional] 
tournament,” said ISU coach Jay 
Ronayne. “The wheels fell off. It was 
not exactly what we had anticipated 
for ourselves. We had a rough show-
ing on balance beam that knocked us 
New strength drives team
Gymnastics
File photo: Rebekka Brown/Iowa State Daily
ISU gymnast Hailey Johnson participates on the beam, recieving a score 
of 9.775 in a meet Jan. 20 at Hilton Coliseum. The Cyclones fell to the 
Huskers 195.775-193.925.
By Maddy.Arnold 
@iowastatedaily.com
Men’s basketball
Lucious 
steps up 
in win  
vs. Eagles
By Cory.Weaver 
@iowastatedaily.com
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VOlleyball:
Bigbee 
named AVCA 
Central 
Region 
Freshman  
of the Year
Following a successful freshman 
campaign during the regular 
season, ISU volleyball right side 
hitter Mackenzie Bigbee is bring-
ing in the awards.
Last week, Bigbee was named 
the Big 12 Freshman of the Year. 
On Tuesday, the Williamsburg, 
Iowa, native was named the 
AVCA Central Region Freshman 
of the Year.
This season, Bigbee has 304 
kills, helping her become just 
the second freshman in program 
history to surpass 300 kills in a 
season. Bigbee is averaging 2.81 
kills per set, a top-10 number 
among Big 12 players.
In addition to Bigbee, libero 
Kristen Hahn and setter Alison 
Landwehr were selected to the 
all-region team and Victoria Hurtt 
and Jamie Straube were named 
as honorable mentions.
Last week, Hahn was the named 
the Big 12 Libero of the Year, 
averaging 5.84 digs per set in Big 
12 play. Landwehr was named 
the Big 12 Setter of the Year, 
averaging 11.93 assists per set.
The Cyclones will take on No. 
2-seeded Stanford in the Sweet 
16 on Friday in Berkeley, Calif. 
First serve for that match is set 
for 9 p.m. CST.
— By Daily staff
nFl:
Isaac’s 
Fantasy 
Football 
Corner — 
Week 14
Week 14 tip: In most leagues, 
playoffs are starting. So it’s time 
to get serious. No fancy lineups 
with hope of playing the break-
out player of the week. Stick 
with your team. They’ve gotten 
you this far.
En Fuego: Doug Martin gets 
back into double digits against 
the Eagles this week. The 
Philadelphia defense is cleaning 
house — one defensive end, 
one defensive coordinator and a 
defensive line coach are gone.
Heated: Brandon Weeden. My 
notes just say, “Insert quarter-
back playing Kansas City here.” 
Similar to last week the Chiefs 
have the fewest passes at-
tempted against them, but have 
given up the most touchdowns.
Chilled: Ray Rice. Washington 
has allowed the fewest rushing 
yards of any team this season. 
Also, Rice has only rushed past 
the century mark twice this sea-
son; last time was week five.
Frigid: Miami offensive players. 
My notes also say, “Insert play-
ers facing the 49ers here.” San 
Francisco is second is passing 
defense and fourth in rushing 
defense.
Week 14 random fact: New 
England plays Houston on 
Monday night. In the three 
career games in which J.J. Watt 
has played outside of Sundays, 
he has five sacks and eight 
passes deflected. Tom Brady 
may want to look out.
-— Isaac Hunt, Daily staff writer
SpOrtS JargOn:
Cartwheel
SPORT:
Gymnastics
DEFINITION:
A cartwheel is when a 
gymnast moves sideways 
from their hands to their feet 
keeping the back, arms and 
legs straight. 
USE:
Hailey Johnson took a step 
and did a cartwheel while on 
the balance beam. 
Sometimes there are those games 
where it isn’t pretty, it isn’t easy, but 
one team just has to get the job done.
That team was Iowa State against 
Florida Gulf Coast on Tuesday night, 
winning 83-72.
The Cyclones (6-2) have showed 
their depth and ability to have a vari-
ety of players contribute already this 
season, but it was Korie Lucious who 
took charge.
“I think any given night, we have 
so many good players that can make 
plays both ends of the court,” Lucious 
said. “Tonight was just one of those 
nights for us.”
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It’s that time again. Time to pull your hair out 
trying to find the perfect gift for your husband, 
wife, boyfriend, girlfriend, etc. 
Gift-giving for your significant other can be 
challenging. That other person means so much 
to you, so you want to give him or her a gift that 
will express that.
Have no fear. Here are some great gift ideas 
for the special person in your life.
MEN
For the tech-crazy
If your guy loves technology and owning the 
latest and most advanced gadgets out there, you 
can’t go wrong with these gifts.
The Powermat Phone Charger is great for 
someone who owns multiple electronic devices. 
For the gadget geek used to wires cluttered 
around him, this gift will seem like the best thing 
since sliced bread. Just set  it up and install it 
with your device. After that you just charge the 
device by placing it on top of the power mat.
 ■ $99.99 for home or base station
 ■ $29.99 for Blackberry, Nintendo DS receiver
 ■ $39.99 for iPod/iPhone receiver
 ■ www.powermat.com/us/home
For the adventurous
If your guy is an outdoors lover and enjoys 
being spontaneous and adventurous, tap into his 
wild side with a camping gift set. 
Northface’s Men’s Vortex Triclimate Jacket 
is perfect for any weather. 
It’s a three-in-one sportsjacket that will keep 
him warm in the coldest winter weather and dry 
in the spring.
 ■ www.thenorthface.com
 ■ $290
If that’s a little too pricey for your budget, 
try a Coleman grill. The PerfectFlow InstaStart 
Portable Grill is a great choice. 
It starts with just a push of a button and is 
completely matchless. This grill will keep you 
and your guy from ever being hungry on a camp-
ing adventure.
 ■ www.coleman.com
 ■ $99.99
For the music lover
Seasonal
Picking the perfect 
By Ashley.Hunt 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo courtesy of Coleman
holiday gifts
Find the right something  
for your special someone
Courtesy photo
A foosball table is a classic gift for any guy, whether it’s in the game room of his house, the 
kitchen of his apartment, or the middle of his dorm. This miniature table is great for travel, too.
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515-232-0678   236 Main St.   Ames, IA
In-store Designers & Goldsmiths
      Jewelry Repairs
          Free Cleaning
               Officially Licensed ISU Jewelry
GILGER DESIGNS
Jewelry For You
Leave Her Breathless
AMES 
SILVERSMITHING
D E S I G N E R S  &  G O L D S M I T H S
220 Main  •  232-0080
www.amessilversmithing.com
Party Supplies, Wedding Accessories, 
Invitations...
Large selection of
special event rentals!
Table Covers, Chair Covers,
Backdrops, Centerpieces 
and More!
party & rental store
546 Main St.
Downtown (next to Kosama)
(515) 263-9333
www.celebrationsames.com
Dream weddings don’t 
have to be expensive...
• BEST SELECTION
• ON-PREMISE  
   TAILORING
• COMPETITIVE
   PRICING
• SAME DAY SERVICE
• GROOM FREE WITH 
   SIX OR  MORE
• NO DEPOSIT OR
   INSURANCE FEES
DOWNTOWN AMES
DOWNTOWN MASON CITY
515-232-3261
641-423-5222
The Only Tuxedo Store 
You’ll Ever Need
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If your guy is constantly jamming out with 
his headphones on or telling you to check out 
his latnest favorite tune, here are some gifts that 
will really get him singing.
The NBA Skullcandy headphones will keep 
him humming to any song while supporting his 
team at the same time. The headphones come 
for teams such as the Lakers, Bulls, Heat and 
just about any other NBA team your guy might 
like. 
 ■ www.skullcandy.com
 ■ Prices vary
If your boyfriend or significant other isn’t an 
NBA fan, don’t worry. Beats by Dre are the cool-
est headphones to have right now. They come in 
a variety of styles and colors.
 ■ www.beatsbydre.com
 ■ Prices vary
To top off your gift, throw in an Apple iTunes 
gift card for any price to keep him buying all his 
favorite albums.
For the sports fan
With the bowl game just around the corner, 
it’s easy to purchase a gift for your sports fanatic 
significant other. 
The Cyclones recently got a bid for the 
Liberty Bowl in Memphis, Tenn. Why not score 
a few tickets for you and your guy? Get ready to 
spend New Year’s Eve cheering on the Cyclones 
in Tennessee.
Don’t forget to throw in some new ISU gear 
for your guy to rock at the game. The University 
Book Store in the Memorial Union has plenty 
of T-shirts, sweatshirts and anything else you 
might need.
If, for some odd reason, your guy isn’t a 
Cyclone fan, the DirectTV Sports Pack will 
give him the opportunity to cheer on whichever 
team he likes.
With the DirectTV Sports Pack, your guy 
can get more than 35 channels, featuring sports 
24-7. Just some of the channels available: ESPN 
Classic, Fox Soccer Channel and the Outdoor 
Channel.
 ■ directtv.com
 ■ $12.99 per month
For the gamer
If your guy loves games of any kind – be it 
video games or a friendly game of pool  — these 
gifts will quench his thirst for a little friendly 
competition.
How about a mini foosball table? This mini 
foosball table will fit in any apartment easily. 
Actually, it will even fit in your guy’s dorm room.
 ■ www.fredflare.com
 ■ $36
A ton of awesome new games just came 
out in the past month or so. If your guy hasn’t 
snagged these up yet, he’ll be pretty happy when 
he sees you’ve done it for him.
“NBA 2K13” is the great game for your Xbox 
lover. For an even better gift, why not spend the 
day playing it with him, rather than making him 
watch the sappy Christmas movies on televi-
sion all afternoon.
Other great games include the new “Halo” 
and “Call of Duty” games.
 ■ Approximately $60 each
WOMEN
For the fashionista
What girl doesn’t love to accessorize? Give 
her a statement piece of jewelry that she’ll be 
proud to wear, and even prouder to say that it 
came from her boyfriend.
Forever 21 has a lot of options for inexpen-
sive jewelry. Get her a few pieces to go along 
with a few other little things. Etsy also has a 
ton of different jewelry options. Most are hand-
made, one-of-a-kind pieces. 
There’s nothing that’s more fashionable 
right now than leggings and boots. College girls 
everywhere are rocking the phenomenon — 
black leggings paired with brown boots and an 
oversized sweater.
For the romantic
If your girl loves all the hearts and flowers 
and embellishments that comes with a rela-
tionship, here are some gift ideas that will really 
get her heart beating.
What says romance more than something 
personalized? Etsy has tons of jewelry for sale. 
Are you married or engaged? 
Why not a necklace that says “Mrs.” And her 
future last initial? 
The future “Mrs.” Will love the chance to 
sport her new last initial.
 ■ $24
 ■ Etsy.com
For another unique gift, try putting a little 
extra effort into your night. Think a bottle of 
wine, roses and a candlelit dinner. 
Even if you can only make up a dish of spa-
ghetti, the thought will bring out the romance in 
any relationship.
For the movie fanatic
If your girl loves cuddling up on the couch 
and watching movies all day, get her a gift that 
keeps on giving. 
If she doesn’t have a Netflix subscription 
yet, she’ll love this thoughtful gift.
If she already has Netflix, you can purchase 
a subscription of Apple TV or HuluPlus as well.
Otherwise, give her a few movies and prom-
ise to watch them with her. Add a pair of comfy 
Victoria’s Secret pajamas and the two of you 
can cozy up all day.
 ■ Netflix $7.99 per month
 ■ Movies approximately $15-$20 
For the tech-girl
Is your girl always on her cellphone? Get her 
a new iPhone case to spruce up the old phone 
she’s seen too much. 
Victoria’s Secret has 
begun selling iPhone cases that are sure to be a 
hit with any girl.
For a gift she’ll remember forever, you can’t 
go wrong with an iPad. 
She will be able to use the iPad for anything 
she needs — social media, email, taking photos, 
playing games and reading books. Any technol-
ogy lover would be happy to add the tablet to her 
collection.
If she’s touch-screen crazy, she might need a 
stylus to make texting a little easier. 
Things Remembered sells a personalized 
stylus that will remind her of you every time 
she uses it. 
Personalize the stylus with anything you’d 
like, and keep your girl thinking less about that 
text she’s sending and more about you.
For the health-fanatic
If your girl is mindful of her fitness, get her a 
gift that will get her heart pumping even before 
she’s begun exercising.
Ames has several places that offer unique 
workout experience. 
CrossFit in West Ames offers a unique 
strength and conditioning program where you 
have a trainer for each work out.
Kosama Ames is another gym that com-
bines muscle confusion, nutrition and consul-
tation for a high intensity workout for any fit-
ness guru.
Another gym in Ames, SureFire Fitness, 
provides a unique training environment that 
your girl is sure to love.
If she already has a gym membership, or 
uses Iowa State’s Recreation Centers, give her 
a cookbook so she can eat healthy too. You can 
find a variety of different versions at any book-
store or online.
 ■ Crossfit: $100 per month for a student
 ■ Kosama Ames: $199 per month and $79 for 
each month after that
 ■ SureFire Fitness Full-Time Membership: 
$119 per month
Courtesy photo
File photo: Iowa State Daily
The variety of gyms and exercise studios around Ames will satisfy every girl’s different workout 
style. Each membership offers its own unique fitness experience and different amenities.  
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Therapeutic Massage
Ames' Most Experienced Massage Therapist
Mary Dengler, RMT, 
IA Lic # 00477
208 5th Street 
232-9474 or 1-800-705-6667
By Appt Only
“All work done by the body's needs.”
New clients always welcome.
Massage Types
Full body or specific area
  • Deep tissue
  • Swedish massage
  • Energy work
  • Chronic problems 
Where Good 
Neighbors Make
Great Friends
•Full time professional
 management sta
•Free HEAT, TV &
 INTERNET SERVICE
•Free on-line payment service
•1,100+ Apartments
 Numerous Locations
 throughout Ames
•Most properties 
 “Owner” managed
515.233.4440 Hunziker.com
Location, Location, Location
225 N. Hyland
258 N. Hyland
Eciency, 1-5 BR apartments Our waiting list is growing. CALL TODAY!
FIRST PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
292-5020          www.fpmofames.com       info@fpmofames.com
205 Beach
                   (Beachview)
1st in Selection 1st in Price 1st in Location
225 N. Hyland
Managing 500+ units with 300 units
within 3 blocks of Campus! 
It’s
www.jensengroup.net
ou
tWEST
BETTER
JENSEN
PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
Call now!
515.233.2752
HUD 
Publisher’s 
Notice
All real estate advertising in this 
newspaper is subject to the  
Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 as 
amended which makes it illegal to 
advertise “any preference,  
limitation or discrimination based on 
race, color, religion, sex,  
handicap, family status or  
national origin, or an  
intention to make any such  
preference, limitation or  
discrimination.”
This newspaper will not knowingly 
accept any advertisement for real 
estate which is a violation of the law. 
Our readers are hereby informed 
that all dwellings  
advertised in this newspaper are 
available on an equal opportunity 
basis.  To complain of  
discrimination, call HUD toll free at 
1-800-424-8590.
Des Moines Better 
Business Bureau
at 515-243-8137
The
Recommends
ALL ITS READERS
Closely examine any 
offer of a 
job opportunity or 
service that sounds too 
good to be true; 
chances are it is.
Before investing any money, 
please contact the
Now Hiring Sales Representative!
Qualifications
• Prior sales or customer 
service experience a plus
• Superior customer service skills
• Desire to succeed
• Positive attitude
We Offer:
• Comprehensive training program
• Opportunity for growth and advancement 
second to none in the industry
• Competitive benefits package is 
offered to all full-time employees.
• Guaranteed $2500 a month
Honda of 
Ames
Contact Mike Gougherty 515-817-0815
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
•Residential Cleaning
•Getting Your Home
Ready For the Market
•Windows
•Deep Cleaning
•Rentals
•Sorority
& Fraternity
References • Insured & Bonded • 25 Years Experience • Gift Cards Available
515.294.4123      www.iowastatedaily.com/classifieds	 	 	 	 		classified@iowastatedaily.com
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
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Mayfield’s place at 149 pounds 
following that tournament, 
but Jackson confirmed on 
Saturday night after the dual 
loss to Iowa that Mayfield has 
been cleared to wrestle again.
“He’s real tough,” said Luke 
Swalla of Mayfield. “He’s real 
fundamentally sound; he’s 
tough to score on. He’s got real 
good head-to-hands defense.”
As a former walk-on, 
Mayfield would not have 
been thought to be in the po-
sition that he is as the best 
149-pounder on the team.
“I don’t think anybody ever 
expected me to be in the lineup 
here when I started,” Mayfield 
said. “Every day in the room 
I’m just getting in there and 
working as hard as I can and 
that’s pretty much what it 
comes down to ... putting in 
the hard work to get yourself to 
where you want to be.”
out immediately.”
Although the season does 
not begin until Jan. 9, 2013, 
when Wisconsin-La Crosse 
visits Ames, the team has some 
competition experience with 
intrasquad meets.
The gymnasts have partici-
pated in two intrasquad meets 
already this year and will con-
clude their preseason with a 
final one on Friday, Dec. 7.
“This intrasquad is going 
to be a little different than our 
previous two because it’ll be in 
Hilton — it’ll be close to what a 
meet situation feels like,” said 
senior Elizabeth Stranahan. 
“It helps us control those 
nerves and get out there and be 
before a crowd.”
This season, the Cyclones 
have set their sights on the 
NCAA Championships. 
Getting to the championship 
meet is a feat ISU gymnastics 
has only accomplished three 
times before, its last appear-
ance occurring in 2006.
“Only 12 teams in the coun-
try make it into the finals,” 
Ronayne said. “It’s usually 
about the same teams that al-
ways go, and every once in a 
while somebody else sneaks 
in. We want to be one of those 
sneaking in.”
Getting to the meet, how-
ever, will not be easy since 
Iowa State will face seven 
teams that finished the 2012 
season ranked in the top 25.
But Ronayne said his team 
will reach the NCAA champi-
onship with its strength.
“We have some returners, 
veterans, upperclassmen, that 
are way stronger than they 
were last year, physically and 
competitively,” Ronayne said. 
“They’re just better, so that’s 
going to help us.”
“When you’re behind on even just laundry, 
it can get kind of stressful because it’s always 
in the back of your mind that you’re just get-
ting behind on things,” Prins said. “I got to 
catch up on a lot of stuff like homework, clean-
ing my room.”
In the win against Drake, Prins had 17 
points and four rebounds in 23 minutes.
“As far as resting our bodies, I think it was 
nice to have that break knowing, too, that we 
did have that break and it’s time to push our-
selves [for Iowa],” Prins said.
In the absence of Poppens, Prins has been 
thrust into more of a leadership role than she 
has been used to. While she is still adjusting to 
being more vocal, Fennelly said her play has 
been good in the last couple of games.
“She’s worked very hard at it,” Fennelly 
said of Prins. “Her nature, she’s not a very vo-
cal person, but she’s trying. That’s all you can 
ask. When you ask someone to do something 
they’re not comfortable with, all you ask is 
that they try.”
Forward Hallie Christofferson also recog-
nizes that the team together, not just one per-
son, has to fill the hole Poppens leaves.
Christofferson has been leading this sea-
son by example on the floor, earning 20 points 
and 10 rebounds in 24 minutes against Drake.
“I think everyone is actually stepped up 
tremendously,” Christofferson said. “With 
Pop being gone, it gives other people minutes 
and her points and her rebounds that she gets, 
and so it opens up the floor for everybody else.”
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Korie Lucious pushes through Florida Gulf Coast’s defense. The Cyclones 
played the Eagles on Tuesday, winning with a score of 83-72. After trailing in 
the first half, ISU secured its sixth win with a surge in the second half.
>>LUCIOUS.p5 >>CONCUSSION.p5
>>BREAK.p5>>STRENGTH.p5
The Eagles held a lead for the ma-
jority of the first half, but a surge dur-
ing the second half allowed Iowa State 
to capture its sixth win.
Lucious got the second half rolling 
with a pair of 3s in the first few min-
utes. Lucious finished with five from 
beyond the arc en route to a 17-point 
night, which he credited to more time 
in the gym.
“This week I was in getting extra 
shots in, at night got in there a couple 
times and then came in during the day 
so it was great preparation coming up 
to this game,” Lucious said.
The Michigan State transfer also 
added nine assists on the night and 
ISU coach Fred Hoiberg said a solid 
night from Lucious always improves 
their chances.
“It certainly helps,” Hoiberg said. 
“We hit 13 3s tonight and Korie comes 
out and hits five of them. They went 
under on a couple ball screens, he rose 
up with confidence and hit that shot.”
The Cyclones finished with 21 as-
sists overall, helping balance out the 19 
turnovers it had against the Eagles.
“You got 21 assists on 34 field 
goals, that part’s great and I told the 
guys ‘How good could we be if we cut 
our turnovers in half and that many 
more opportunities to get a shot up?’” 
Hoiberg said.
Forward Melvin Ejim acknowl-
edged the Eagles (6-4) were a tough 
team and not one that should be taken 
for granted.
“They’re a good team, they’ve got 
good players that can make shots so it 
was really about our work effort on de-
fense and just getting back and playing 
hard,” Ejim said. 
Despite those turnovers, Iowa 
State did manage to turn 23 Florida 
Gulf Coast giveaways into 35 points on 
the night. Lucious said it played a big 
role in the win.
“Whenever you can force a team to 
turn over the ball and then get points 
on the other end of the floor is big for 
us,” Lucious said. “That just leads to 
transition points, and that’s what we 
like to do.”
Fun & Games
56 Beers on Tap
Pool, Darts, and
 Live Music
127 Main St.  233-5084
  
 
 
 
Tickets can be purchased online
at DGsTapHouse.com
Free Pool Sundays
Daily Drink Specials
125 Main St.  232-1528
Thursday, Dec. 6
9 pm 21+ FREE!
Friday, Dec. 7
9 pm 21+ Tickets: $10
Saturday, Dec. 8
10 pm 21+ Tickets: $5
VIP Text Club 
Text Club to 36000
Open Mon-Sat @4PM
Max
imum A
mes Music Festival
Deadnote Roster McCabe Kris L
ager Band
2- Foot Long Hot Sandwiches
2- Cans of Cold Pop
2- Bags of Chips
2- Pair of Pickles
Save 
$3.55
207 Welch Ave. #201
Campustown/Clocktower *Please add sales tax to all prices. Prices subject to change.
FREE! Fast 
Hot Delivery
36
Taste a difference!  Over 500,000 sandwiches served
WACKY
WEDNESDAY
Every Wednesday...No Coupon Needed
“Oven Toasted”
HOT SANDWICH DEAL
$1294*plus tax
FREE
Delivery!
Call
515-292-6600
12” Footlongs
–Dining Room–
Seating for 100
1 Unapproachable
7 Heavy shoe
13 Like Steven Wright’s delivery
15 Fragrant hybrid bloom
16 Unusually large
17 They enjoy being cruel
18 GPS display
19 Scottish refusal
20 Melodic passages
21 Cabbage head?
23 E. __ bacteria
24 Hug
27 Buckeyes’ sch.
29 Blunt blade
32 Main idea
33 Defensive story
35 “I hate when you do that!”
36 Balkan Peninsula capital
37 Profit share
38 Heavenly hunter
40 Prov. on Lake Superior
41 Tottenham tot toters
43 Squares
44 Grape soda brand
46 A in German class
47 Light spectrum extreme
48 L.A. Sparks’ org.
50 Contractor’s details
52 Ones with a common heritage
55 Eyeball
56 “Grimm” network
59 Put away, as a hunting knife
60 More apt to pout
62 Many a Nickelodeon watcher
63 Exalt
64 Astonishingly enough
65 Carol opener
1 Air Wick target
2 It can go on for years
3 Dieter’s count
4 Picks from a lineup
5 *”Break Like the Wind” band
6 Thin ice, say
7 Berenstain youngster, e.g.
8 Active beginning?
9 Maryland state bird, for one
10 *TV drama narrated by a teen  
      blogger
11 Apropos of
12 Storied loch
14 Can’t be without
15 Bag-checking agcy.
21 Hägar’s daughter
22 The answers to starred clues  
      start with kinds of them, and  
      are arranged in them
24 Canon rival
25 Worst possible turnout
26 *Double-date extra
28 Tries to please a master,  
      perhaps
30 Diminish by degrees
31 Arp contemporary
33 Trendy healthful berry
34 *Chemical connection that  
      involves a transfer of electrons
39 Classic autos
42 Is guilty of a dinner table no-no
45 Congenital
47 Shakespearean setting
49 Falls for a joke
51 Fleshy fruit
52 “Mike and Mike in the Morning” 
      broadcaster
53 Via, briefly
54 China’s Sun Yat-__
56 Calligrapher’s points
57 Seat restraint
58 Hudson Bay native
61 Forest female
Crossword
Tuesday’s  solution
Across
Down
Fun & Games
Unplug, decompress and relax ...
Fun Facts
In early drafts of Truman Capote’s Breakfast at Tiffany’s, Holly 
Golightly was named Connie Gustafson.
In 1983, a tiny fleck of paint off an earlier spacecraft hit the windshield 
of the orbiting space shuttle Challenger at 20,000 mph, causing a crater 
to form in its windshield.
SCUBA is not a word. It is an acronym for “Self Contained Underwater 
Breathing Apparatus.”
Wilbur and Orville weren’t the only Wright Brothers. They had two 
older brothers, Reuchlin and Lorin, plus a younger sister, Katharine.
Grant Wood, famous for his painting American Gothic, won a Crayola 
crayon coloring contest as a child, which helped perpetuate his interest 
in art.
The timing, size, and stream of bubbles in a glass of champagne are 
influenced by dirt and “gas pockets” on the side of the glass.
Swearing to tell “the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth” 
dates back to English Common Law. Interestingly enough, there 
were no penalties for perjury until the 1600s; prior to that time, it was 
believed that the fear of God’s wrath was enough to keep witnesses 
honest.
Today’s Birthday 
(00/00/00)
Home is your magnet this 
year. Investments, wellness 
and socializing are themes. 
Romance heats up the first 
half of 2013, and sparks shift 
to career and finances after 
June. Stay organized, and 
get a second opinion on big 
decisions.
To get the advantage, check 
the day’s rating: 10 is the 
easiest day, 0 the most 
challenging.
Aries 
(March 21-April 19) 
Today is a 6 -- The pace 
is picking up. Accept your 
greater good. Your workload’s 
getting more intense, as the 
excellence attracts attention. 
Taurus 
(April 20-May 20)
Today is a 5 -- Stay out of 
someone else’s argument, 
and get into relaxation mode 
for the next two days. You’re 
gaining support. Somebody 
nearby sure looks good. 
Seduction suffuses the 
ambiance.
Gemini 
(May 21-June 20) 
Today is a 9 -- Stick with the 
facts at work. Don’t go too 
far too fast. Fix up your home 
today and tomorrow. Use 
water imagery. Have the party 
at your house.
Cancer 
(June 21-July 22)
Today is a 7 -- A voracious 
learning phase begins. 
Practicing something you 
love to do goes well now. Save 
enough to get a special treat, 
after paying bills. 
Leo 
(July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is an 8 -- Work now; 
play in a few days. Avoid 
distractions. You can earn 
extra cash now. Glamorize 
your appearance. Resist 
temptation.
Virgo 
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 9 -- Assertiveness 
works well now, so avoid 
distractions. You’re more 
powerful than usual for the 
next few days, which is useful 
with a difficult job. Take first 
things first.
Libra 
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is a 6 -- Slow down 
and contemplate potential 
outcomes. Postpone a private 
meeting. Wrap up details 
today and tomorrow. Listen 
at keyholes. There may be a 
conflict of interests. 
Scorpio 
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 9 -- It’s getting 
fun now (and public). Ponder 
party possibilities, and enjoy 
planning music, food and 
diversion. Give up a fantasy, 
especially under pressure. 
Pass along what you’ve 
learned.
Sagittarius 
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is an 8 -- The upcoming 
days require patience, as 
there may be a disagreement 
about priorities or delayed 
correspondence. Research the 
best deal. Wait for new orders. 
Capricorn 
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 9 -- Consider 
attending a business seminar. 
Plan your agenda. Build a 
picture of wealth in your mind. 
Doubts may rise. Imagine 
doing what you love.
Aquarius 
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is an 8 -- Keep it 
practical. Figure out finances 
today and tomorrow, but wait 
until overnight to sign. Pay 
bills. Changes necessitate 
budget revisions. Bide your 
time. 
Pisces
(Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 -- Review the 
instructions again. Share the 
load today and tomorrow, but 
hold on to the responsibility. 
Avoid backtracking. What you 
get isn’t what you expected. 
Stay pragmatic.
Horoscope by  Linda C. BlackSudoku by  the Mepham Group
Complete the grid so each row, column and 
3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every 
digit, 1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve 
Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk
LEVEL: 1 2 3 4
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10 Flavors
Lincoln Center Dietitian
Amy Clark, RD, LD
515.450.0508
aclark@hy-vee.com
West Location Dietitian
Laura Kimm, RD, LD
515.292.5543
10%Off WellnessWednesdaysat
1620 S. Kellogg Ave.
#103 Ames, IA 50010
MONGOLIAN 
BUFFET
515-232-2338
$2 OFF Coupon
expires February 1st, 2012
1 coupon/person
AmesEats Flavors
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The library can make for a distracting study 
environment during Dead Week and Finals 
Week. Venture off campus for some of the best 
study spots and coffee at local cafes.
Stomping Grounds
 ■ 303 Welch Ave.
 ■ 7 a.m. to midnight weekdays, 8 a.m. to 
midnight weekends
“Stomping Grounds is a great place to study 
because of their food and beverages made from 
local and fair-trade products,” said Monica 
Leier, senior in history. “Also, their hours are 
conducive to student schedules.”
Cafe Milo
 ■ 4800 Mortensen Road
 ■ 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. weekdays, 7 a.m. to 10 
p.m. weekends
“[Cafe Milo] has a great atmosphere with 
bright lighting and artwork mixed with fun em-
ployees and good drinks,” said Ashley Swanson, 
senior in culinary science. “It’s great for larger 
groups.”
Cafe Diem
 ■ 229 Main St.
 ■ 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. weekdays, 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
weekends
“You can always count on something trendy 
and relaxing to be playing in the background,” 
said Lindsay Hoffman, graduate student in food 
science and human nutrition. “Add that to a 
chai-banana smoothie ... and you’ve got a pretty 
productive combination.”
Lorry’s Coffee
 ■ 2320 Lincoln Way
 ■ 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. weekdays, 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
weekends.
“It’s not just one crowd of people,” said 
Merritt Rethlake, senior in journalism and mass 
communication. “It’s not just engineers or de-
sign majors who study there. It’s a nice mix.”
The most stressful time of the semester for 
most students is upon us: finals. When finals are 
stressing you out, don’t reach for sugary snacks 
or typical comfort foods. Instead, eat to beat 
stress.
The super foods listed below will help you 
feel more relaxed and boost your mood during 
one of the most stressful times of the year. Each 
of these foods are full of different vitamins and 
minerals to combat feelings of stress, anxiety, 
and depression. Not only will you reduce your 
stress, these foods won’t leave you regretting 
snacking.
 ■ Avocado contains vitamin E, which plays 
a role in healthy skin. No more stress acne 
for you.
 ■ Blueberries are high in antioxidants and 
vitamin C, which repair and protect cells 
when we are stressed.
 ■ Milk  can lower blood pressure and its 
potassium can relieve muscle spasms 
from feeling tense. Drinking warm milk and 
honey before bed might help beat insomnia 
and make you less fidgety the night before 
a test.
 ■ Almonds are full of B2 and E vitamins, 
which can perk up the immune system dur-
ing times of stress.
 ■ Oranges are rich in vitamin C, which can 
lower blood pressure and the stress hor-
mone cortisol.
 ■ Salmon is heavy in omega-3 fatty acids, 
which slows the release of inflam-
matory (and stress-inducing) 
cytokines. If taking an omega-3 
supplement, make sure the 
ingredients contain DHA and 
EPA.
 ■ Spinach is full of magnesium, 
which regulates levels of cortisol, 
the stress hormone. Spinach can 
help you concentrate, and it can also 
keep you from feeling sluggish and 
drowsy.
 ■ Turkey or chicken are great for when 
you are stressed. Poultry is full of the 
amino acid tryptophan, which triggers 
the release of serotonin, a feel-good 
chemical.
 ■ Oatmeal’s high-carbohydrate content 
induces serotonin. And Since oatmeal is 
so high in fiber, it takes longer to digest, 
so you will feel full and won’t reach for 
sweets.
 ■ Green tea is great to sip on when you are 
stressed or anxious. Green tea contains 
theanine, which helps you calm down, 
concentrate and focus.
 ■ Apples and peanut butter are great snacks 
to eat when stressed. Apples are complex 
carbohydrates, and peanut butter is a 
healthy fat. This snack will give you energy. 
It can also slow the digestion process, 
which may make the energy last longer.
Quick 
   bites 
As finals week approaches, the ever-
important study snack becomes a focus 
for many students.
Don’t believe all the hype? Adding 
snacks between meals increases focus 
and performance at school, according to 
the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.  It 
has been found that students who consis-
tently consume snacks throughout the day 
comprehend and retain information at a 
higher rate than those who do not.
A healthy snack contains complex 
carbohydrates, protein and healthy fats.  
Avoid sugary snacks that will lead you to 
crash and become hungry and tired. Buy 
a parfait in a campus cafe for an easy and 
nutritious snack. 
By Lauren Grant, AmesEats Flavors 
writer
foods
By Michelle Boettcher 
AmesEats Flavors writer
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Check out spots off campus for quieter study sessions
By Caitlyn Diimig 
AmesEats Flavors writer
Select healthy snacks to eat 
while studying for exams
Super
Cafes
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Finals
